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Abstract: In the granite regions of southern China, benggang poses a substantial threat to the
ecological environment due to significant soil erosion. This phenomenon also imposes constraints
on economic development, necessitating substantial investments in restoration efforts in recent
decades. Despite these efforts, there remains a notable gap in comprehensive risk assessment that
integrates both the erosion risk and disaster risk associated with benggang. This study focuses on
a representative benggang area in Wuhua County, Guangdong province, employing transformer
methods and high-resolution imagery to map the spatial pattern of the benggang. The integrated
risk of benggang was assessed by combining soil-erosion risk and disaster risk, and cultivated land,
residential land, and water bodies were identified as key disaster-affected entities. The machine-
learning Segformer model demonstrated high precision, achieving an Intersection over Union (IoU)
of 93.17% and an accuracy (Acc) of 96.73%. While the number of large benggang is relatively small, it
constitutes the largest area proportion (65.10%); the number of small benggang is more significant
(62.40%) despite a smaller area proportion. Prioritization for benggang management is categorized
into high, medium, and low priority, accounting for 17.98%, 48.34%, and 33.69%, respectively. These
priorities cover areas of 30.27%, 42.40%, and 27.33%, respectively. The findings of this study, which
offer benggang management priorities, align with the nature-based solutions approach. Emphasizing
the importance of considering costs and benefits comprehensively when formulating treatment plans,
this approach contributes to sustainable solutions for addressing the challenges posed by benggang.

Keywords: natural hazards; unmanned aerial vehicle; Segformer model; benggang identification;
risk management

1. Introduction

Soil erosion stands as a formidable challenge in the contemporary environment [1],
given its persistent ramifications on both ecosystems and social services [2]. The imper-
ative for soil-erosion risk assessment is underscored by its pivotal role in informing the
development of robust policies and interventions for water and soil conservation [3]. Sev-
eral models have been instrumental in generating soil-erosion risk assessment maps [4],
facilitating decision-making processes by pinpointing high-priority areas and delineating
targeted measures for optimal efficacy [5]. For instance, Hu et al. [6] integrated remote-
sensing information (RS), geographic information system spatial analysis technology (GIS),
and a soil-erosion risk assessment model to estimate the soil-erosion risk of the Yanshan
Reservoir catchment. Bamutaze et al. [7] investigated the intersection between empiri-
cally derived and farmers’ perceived soil-erosion risk in a medium-sized catchment on
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the Ugandan side of mountain Elgon. However, a conspicuous gap persists in the liter-
ature, where a substantial proportion of studies overlook a distinctive soil-erosion type
in southern China—namely, the dominant fragmented erosional landform often referred
to as “Benggang” [8,9]. According to existing publications, “Benggang”, “Collapsing hill”
and “Collapsing gully” have been most widely used in Chinese journals, while “Collapsing
gully”, “Gully” and “Benggang” are dominantly used in international scientific reports [9].

The term “benggang” originates from the Meizhou area in Guangdong Province. The
“beng” in benggang refers to an erosion process primarily characterized by collapse, while
“gang” denotes the original geomorphological form where this type of erosion frequently
occurs. This description aptly captures both the erosive process and the geomorphological
features of benggang. This erosion phenomenon has garnered national attention in China
due to its profound impacts on ecosystems and social services, particularly within tropical
and subtropical regions [9]. This conspicuous absence emphasizes the critical need to tackle
the distinct challenges associated with benggang, situating them within the expansive
scope of soil-erosion studies and risk analysis.

Benggang, characterized as a specific form of soil erosion within the red soil region [10],
predominantly emerges in the humid monsoon climate areas of the tropical and subtropical
zones in southern and southeastern China [11]. Notably, benggang exhibits a substantial
erosion modulus, posing a significant threat to the ecological environment and imposing
constraints on economic development. Survey data from seven provinces in southern
China in 2009 estimated approximately 239.1 thousand instances of benggang [12]. The
consequences of benggang are profound, leading to the loss of topsoil and rendering culti-
vated land unusable [13]. Over the period from 1949 to 2005, a staggering 380,000 hectares
of cultivated land were either destroyed, buried, or abandoned due to benggang activities,
resulting in a direct economic loss of 550 million yuan [13]. Additionally, the sediment
generated by benggang is transported downstream, contributing to the silting of channels,
ponds, riverbeds, and reservoirs [12]. This downstream movement not only jeopardizes
the safety of lives and property but also inflicts significant harm on agricultural production,
the ecological environment, and the general well-being of people [14].

Benggang erosion has received abundant attention in the past few decades [15]. With
an increase in research and achievements from 2010 to the present, research efforts have
concentrated on various aspects of benggang, including classification [16], development
process [17], formation mechanism [18], and treatment measures [19,20]. These studies
have provided theoretical guidance and a scientific basis [19,21] for the prevention and man-
agement of benggang [22]. However, many assessments regarding benggang risk primarily
focus on potential risk. For instance, Wu [23] establishes four benggang susceptibility
models using various methods and 12 benggang-related factors. Wei et al. [24] investigate
the spatial susceptibility of benggang in Fujian province using three data-driven methods
(multinomial logistic regression, random forest, and multilayer perceptron). Sun et al. [10],
based on risk assessment theory, utilize information acquisition analysis and logistic regres-
sion to explore the feasibility of benggang risk assessment in Guangdong province. These
methods are in line with those employed in landslide hazard studies [25,26].

However, there is a limited number of studies that have evaluated the priority of
benggang management considering both soil-erosion risk and disaster risk. Most existing
research focuses on potential risk prediction. The assessment of actual occurrence risk, as
well as the urgency for management, has been somewhat overlooked. This gap is crucial
as prioritizing benggang management is a key aspect of effective intervention strategies.
Another challenge faced is the availability of reliable data on the number and location
of benggang. The existing comprehensive and extensive data have been obtained from
the Yangtze River Water Resources Commission of the Ministry of Water Resources. They
conducted a comprehensive survey of benggang larger than 60 m2 from August 2004 to
November 2005 [27]. However, due to concerns about the accuracy and timeliness of this
data, some studies have explored UAV-based (unmanned aerial vehicle) recognition of
benggang. Shen et al. [28] used a semantic fusion of high-resolution digital orthophoto map
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and digital surface model data from UAVs to recognize benggang, while Zhou et al. [29]
monitored changes in benggang based on oblique aerial images from UAVs. Despite these
efforts, identifying benggang at a regional scale remains challenging.

The benggang is prevalent in the red soil regions of southern China, specifically in
seven provinces: Guangdong, Guangxi, Hunan, Jiangxi, Hubei, Anhui, and Fujian [30].
Within this context, Guangdong Province emerges as the most profoundly impacted area,
hosting 107,800 benggang, which account for 45.1% of the total benggang occurrences in
the southern region [10]. Huacheng Town in Wuhua County, Meizhou City, Guangdong
Province, was chosen as the sample area due to its typical and representative nature in
terms of benggang occurrence [31]. In this study, we introduce a novel approach by ap-
plying transformer models in machine learning to detect benggang. It further integrates
assessments of erosion and disaster risks associated with existing benggang instances
to provide a holistic risk evaluation. This innovative methodology aids in developing
targeted management strategies. Moving beyond traditional sensitivity analyses of beng-
gang incidents, this study offers more practical insights into the effective prevention and
management of benggang. Our approach involves (1) utilizing remote-sensing images,
deep machine learning, UAV technology, and field surveys to create a dataset of benggang
spatial distribution of Huacheng Town, and (2) presenting a prioritization map for the
management of benggang, considering perspectives of soil-erosion risk and disaster risk.
The comprehensive risk assessment offers a scientific foundation for centralized and phased
management of benggang.

2. Study Area and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study was conducted in Huacheng Town (23◦23′–24◦12′′ N, 115◦18′–116◦02′ E)
within Wuhua County, Guangdong province, situated in southern China (Figure 1). Wuhua
County experiences a humid subtropical climate [32], characterized by an average annual
temperature of 20 ◦C. The region is endowed with ample rainfall, boasting an average yearly
precipitation of 1515 mm [33]. Notably, the rainy season spans from April to September,
constituting 76% of the total annual precipitation [13].
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to inflict substantial ecological harm downstream. Consequently, the study designates
Huacheng Town as a representative region to evaluate and prioritize the management
measures for benggang to mitigate potential ecological threats in the middle and lower
reaches of the Meijiang River.

2.2. Data Sources and Methods
2.2.1. Data Sources

The dataset utilized in this study comprises essential geospatial information, encom-
passing a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), land use data, vector boundaries delineating the
research area, and high-precision Google imagery. Table 1 provides an overview of the key
components of this comprehensive dataset.

Table 1. Data sources and formats.

Data types Time Spatial
Resolution Format Data Sources

DEM 2020 12.5 m Raster https://nasadaacs.eos.nasa.gov/, accessed on 8 April 2020

Land use 2020 30 m Raster https://www.resdc.cn/DOI/DOI.aspx?DOIID=54,
accessed on 20 May 2020

Vector boundary 2020 —— Polygon https://www.resdc.cn/DOI/DOI.aspx?DOIid=121,
accessed on 20 May 2020

Benggang 2022 0.6 m Raster/Polygon https://mt1.google.com, accessed on 30 June 2022

GF1 2021 2 m Raster http://gdgf.gd.gov.cn/GDGF_Portal/index.jsp, accessed on
18 December 2021

2.2.2. Risk Assessment of Benggang

Benggang refers to the erosion phenomenon where the weathered mantle of slope soil
or rock separates, collapses, and accumulates under the combined effects of gravity and
hydraulic forces. The management of benggang requires a systematic approach, encom-
passing a comprehensive understanding of their distribution and severity. Management
measures involve detailed analysis, evaluation, and implementation at the watershed
scale. This includes establishing a priority sequence for managing individual benggang,
formulating differentiated prevention and management strategies based on varying hazard
levels, and coordinating ecological restoration efforts upstream and downstream within
the watershed. The study’s analysis encompasses the following components (Figure 2).

(I) Benggang identification

The identification of benggang was achieved through a sophisticated machine-learning
approach employing remote-sensing images. The detailed methodology is outlined below.

(1) Data acquisition: Google satellite images of Huacheng Town spanning the years 2020 to
2022 were downloaded from the link (https://mt1.google.com, accessed on 30 June 2022). The
selected zoom level was set to 18, providing a spatial resolution of approximately 0.6 m.

(2) Training sample collection: Initial training samples of benggang were acquired
through a combination of visual interpretation of Google Earth and GF-1 images.

(3) Machine learning: The Segformer model was employed for machine learning [34].
This model is specifically designed for tasks like image segmentation, making it well-suited
for the identification of benggang. Suspected benggang were meticulously identified
during this phase.

(4) Dataset verification and refinement: The machine-learning dataset of benggang
was rigorously checked and verified through field surveys and UAV images. In the step,
13 control points were investigated and three types (benggang, bare land, and quarry) were
verified. This multi-layered verification process ensured the accuracy and reliability of
the dataset. Further refinement of the machine-learning dataset was conducted through
meticulous checking and corrections, enhancing the overall quality and precision of the
benggang identification.

https://nasadaacs.eos.nasa.gov/
https://www.resdc.cn/DOI/DOI.aspx?DOIID=54
https://www.resdc.cn/DOI/DOI.aspx?DOIid=121
https://mt1.google.com
http://gdgf.gd.gov.cn/GDGF_Portal/index.jsp
https://mt1.google.com
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(5) Accuracy Assessment: The accuracy of the benggang extraction results was as-
sessed using established metrics, including accuracy (Acc), average accuracy (mAcc), In-
tersection over Union (IoU), and mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) [35]. These metrics
are commonly employed in the evaluation of machine-learning models, particularly for
image-segmentation tasks, providing a comprehensive assessment of the model’s perfor-
mance [36].

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
where Acc is the Accuracy, TP is the number of true positives (correctly predicted positive
samples), TN is the number of true negatives (correctly predicted negative samples), FP is
the number of false positives (incorrectly predicted positive samples), FN is the number of
false negatives (incorrectly predicted negative samples).

mAcc =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Acci

where mAcc is the average accuracy, and N is the number of classes or categories.

IoU =
TP

TP + FP + FN

where IoU is the Intersection over Union, TP is the number of true positives (as defined
above), FP is the number of false positives (as defined above), and FN is the number of
false negatives (as defined above).

mIoU =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

IoUi

mIoU is the Mean Intersection over Union, and N is the number of classes or categories.

(II) Sub-watershed delineation

The delineation of sub-watersheds is a crucial step in hydrological analysis, and the
methodology employed in this study is outlined as follows. Firstly, a DEM with a spatial
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resolution of 12.5 m serves as the foundational dataset. Secondly, utilizing the hydrological
analysis module provided by ArcGIS, a series of essential processes including filling, flow
direction, and flow accumulation is undertaken to derive the hydrological characteristics of
the landscape.

The sub-watershed delineation ensures a systematic and comprehensive subdivision
of the study area into distinct hydrological units. Each sub-watershed represents a discrete
drainage area contributing to a particular point or outlet within the larger study area.

(III) Assessment of erosion risk of benggang

Assessment of erosion risk of benggang begins with the fundamental assumption that
larger benggang areas are indicative of increased hazards. This assumption is grounded in
the idea that larger benggang may pose greater risks to the landscape. The density analysis
tool, available in ArcGIS, is a central component of the methodology. This tool facilitates the
calculation of density based on specified computation units (sub-watershed) and associated
weights (benggang area).

Sub-watersheds are selected as the computation units for the density analysis that
enable a localized examination of erosion risk within distinct hydrological units. The
benggang area is designated as the weight for the density analysis, which means that the
area covered by benggang serves as a significant factor in the calculation of benggang
density. Larger benggang areas are given more weight in the analysis.

The computed normalized benggang density values form the erosion-risk index for
the study area. This index provides a standardized measure of erosion risk associated
specifically with benggang within each sub-watershed, which offers valuable insights into
the localized dynamics of benggang, aiding in the formulation of targeted and effective
erosion management strategies for vulnerable areas within the study region.

(IV) Assessment of disaster risk of benggang

The assessment of disaster risk associated with benggang considers causative factors,
disaster-prone environments, and the vulnerability of affected entities. We acknowledged
that the magnitude of natural disasters is determined by causative factors and the disaster-
prone environment. Causative factors, often rare or extreme events in the natural or
human environment, lead to adverse effects on human life, property, and various activities,
resulting in disaster scenarios.

Based on land use types and socio-economic development characteristics of the study
area, the primary entities prone to disasters during benggang events are identified. These
entities include cultivated land, residential land, and water bodies.

Since benggang and landslide hazards share similarities, insights from landslide-
related research are applied for risk analysis. The proximity of an entity to the benggang
source is considered a crucial factor influencing disaster risk. A buffer-zone method is
employed to assess the potential impact of benggang. Distances from the benggang source
are categorized into different ranges. These ranges are assigned normalized disaster risk
values between 0 and 1. Results from previous studies indicate that benggang concentration
is within specific distances [27]. Distances greater than 400 m from the benggang source
are assigned a value of 0, indicating a low risk. Distances from 200 m to 400 m are assigned
a value of 0.25, distances from 100 m to 200 m are assigned a value of 0.50, distances from
50 m to 100 m are assigned a value of 0.75, and entities within 50 m are assigned the highest
risk value of 1.00.

By applying the assigned disaster-risk values to cultivated land, residential land, and
water bodies, a disaster-risk map is generated. This map provides a visual representation
of the potential risk associated with benggang for these specific entities within the study
area. This methodology ensures a systematic and quantitative assessment of disaster risk,
incorporating insights from landslide research and accounting for the proximity of entities
to benggang sources.
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(V) Assessment of integrated risk of benggang

The urgency of management becomes more pronounced when benggang occurs in
areas with potential hazards. Therefore, the combination of both assessments allows for a
more comprehensive evaluation of the integrated risk of benggang. The calculation formula
is as follows:

P = Pf + Pw

where P represents the integrated risk of a specific benggang grid, Pf stands for the erosion
risk of benggang, and Pw represents the hazard risk, which can be computed for a single
disaster-affected entity (cultivated land, residential land, or water bodies), and can also be
calculated for the overall risk considering multiple disaster-affected entities.

Benggang may pose hazards to various land uses, necessitating separate calculations
for the integrated risk associated with different land uses. To facilitate a detailed integrated
risk of benggang, a natural breakpoint method is applied to categorize integrated risk
values into high-, medium-, and low-risk levels. This classification allows for a nuanced
understanding of the potential risks and consequences associated with benggang across
diverse land uses.

(VI) Identifying the priority of benggang management

Given the multitude of benggang occurrences in Huacheng Town, addressing all of
them in the short term is impractical. Therefore, a prioritization analysis for benggang man-
agement becomes imperative, based on the integrated risk associated with each benggang.

If the comprehensive risks of cultivated land, residential land, and water bodies are
considered collectively, equal weight is assigned to the integrated risks of these three types.
The integrated risk of each benggang is extracted using “extract value to point” in ArcGIS
as an indicator of the priority of benggang management. The higher the risk value, the
higher the priority. The priority of management is then determined based on the high,
medium, and low risks identified according to integrated risks. This approach ensures a
systematic and efficient allocation of resources, with a focus on addressing the most critical
benggang characterized by higher comprehensive erosion risk. By considering the specific
risks associated with different land uses, the prioritization strategy allows for a targeted
and strategic approach to benggang management efforts in Huacheng Town.

3. Results
3.1. Accuracy Evaluation of Benggang Identification

In our study, we employed advanced machine-learning algorithms for the recognition
of benggang, utilizing high-resolution remote-sensing data. The results demonstrated
promising accuracy in benggang identification, particularly with the Segformer model,
showcasing a high degree of precision (Table 2), IoU and Acc recorded impressive values
of 93.17 and 96.73%, respectively. To further substantiate the reliability of the machine-
learning models, a thorough validation process was conducted using ground-truth data
(Figure 3). The locations of the benggang, as depicted in Figure 3, were verified using GF_1
(2021) imagery and cross-checked through UAV images, coupled with on-site visits.

Table 2. Evaluation of single-class and average extraction results.

Class Acc (%) IoU (%)

Single class Benggang 93.17 96.73
Background 99.89 99.94

Average ——
mAcc (%) mIoU (%)

96.53 98.34
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These findings underscore the potential of the Segformer model in significantly en-
hancing the precision and efficiency of benggang identification. The model’s reliability
offers valuable insights for benggang risk assessment and facilitates the development of
effective mitigation strategies.

3.2. Benggang Distribution

Figure 4a shows the spatial distribution of benggang, a total of 2505 benggang in
Huacheng Town, and their classification is based on size into small, medium, and large
categories, with areas ranging as follows: 0 to 1000 m2, 1000 to 3000 m2, and >3000 m2,
respectively. Small benggang comprises 62.40% of the total, with an area proportion of
10.14%. Medium benggang comprises 22.69% of the total, covering an area proportion of
24.76%. Large benggang comprises 14.91% of the total, dominating with an area proportion
of 65.10% (Figure 5). This distribution provides insights into the prevalence and spatial
dominance of benggang across different size categories in Huacheng Town.

There is a correlation between benggang development and geomorphic characteris-
tics [27], so we analyze the relationship between geomorphic characteristics and benggang
area, aiming to provide the basis for management from the development characteristics
of benggang. The majority of benggang occurrences are predominantly found in regions
with elevations ranging from 125 to 325 m. Beyond an elevation threshold of 350 m, the
frequency of benggang significantly diminishes, as illustrated in Figure 6a. The spatial dis-
tribution of benggang extends across a slope range from 0 to 40◦. Notably, the normalized
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integral value of the benggang area exhibits a pronounced peak at approximately 20◦, as
depicted in Figure 6b. Liao et al. [27] also discovered that the development of the landform
value (HI) could serve as a predictive indicator of the erosion status of benggang. However,
it is observed that HI has a stronger correlation with the occurrence of benggang than with
lithology and rainfall patterns. Figure 6c demonstrates a trend where the area of benggang
initially increases with HI, reaching a peak, and subsequently decreases, with the apex of
benggang area corresponding to an HI index of about 0.5.
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3.3. Integrated Risk of Benggang

The density distribution of benggang exhibits a discernible pattern, characterized by
higher density in the central region and lower density in the northern and southern areas
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(Figure 7a). This spatial representation imparts valuable insights into the heterogeneous
nature of erosion across Huacheng Town. The area density of benggang in Huacheng town
exhibits a positively skewed distribution, predominantly characterized by smaller area
densities (Figure 7b). Consequently, this information enables the development of a targeted
and tailored approach to erosion management. By addressing the severity and distribution
of benggang in specific regions, authorities and stakeholders can implement effective
erosion management strategies with a focus on areas exhibiting higher risk and density.
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Remarkably, a relatively larger proportion of high disaster risk areas exhibit three
land-use types (>50%) (Figure 8a–c). This critical information sheds light on the varying
vulnerability of distinct land-use types to disasters induced by benggang. It serves as
a foundation for the development of targeted risk-mitigation strategies tailored to the
specific characteristics and susceptibilities of each land-use type. By overlaying the disaster
risks of cultivated land, residential land, and water bodies, the integrated disaster risk for
Huacheng Town is obtained (Figure 8d). The low-risk level area constitutes only 11.93%
of the total, emphasizing the imperative need for comprehensive disaster management
strategies. This is crucial to address the intricate risks associated with benggang in different
land-use types.

By combining the erosion risk with the disaster risks for cultivated land, residential
land, and water bodies, separate maps for the integrated risk of benggang for each land-use
type are obtained (Figure 9a–c). Notably, regions with high risk for cultivated land cover a
substantial proportion, accounting for 28.76%. Areas with high risk for all three land-use
types are concentrated in the central part of Huacheng Town.

The map of the integrated risk of benggang in Huacheng Town is obtained by over-
laying the erosion risk with the disaster risk of three land-use types. Utilizing a natural
breakpoint method, this risk is categorized into high, medium, and low levels (Figure 9d).
The respective area proportions are 12.17%, 62.05%, and 25.78%. This visualization of-
fers a comprehensive understanding of the areas in Huacheng Town most susceptible to
benggang hazards. It facilitates targeted planning for risk-mitigation and management
measures, providing a strategic basis for effective interventions.
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3.4. The Priority of Benggang Management

Effectively addressing the numerous benggang in Huacheng Town requires a system-
atic analysis of the priority for benggang management. By combining the distribution
of benggang (Figure 4a) with the integrated benggang risk (Figure 9) using the “extract
value to point” function in ArcGIS, a sorted list of benggang was generated and was
categorized into three priority levels: high, medium, and low. Sorting was done in de-
scending order, with a higher integrated-risk value indicating a greater hazard and higher
management priority.

Benggang, with high priority for management, demonstrates both high benggang risk
and high disaster risk. Concentrating resources on these areas enhances resource utilization
efficiency and is expected to yield significant management effects. Even benggang with
medium or low management priority, while having relatively lower urgency, should be
selected for management to understand the development process, enhance management
strategies for early and middle stages, and prevent further development.

The amount with the high, medium, and low priority of benggang risk accounted
for 20.89%, 45.92%, and 33.19%, areas with proportions of 29.33%, 40.90%, and 29.77%,
respectively (Figures 10d and 11). Benggang with high governance priority are mainly
concentrated in the central region, accounting for approximately 20%. Those with medium
governance priority exceed 40% in each case (Figure 10d). Benggang with low governance
priority is mainly distributed in areas far from the town and can be addressed with measures
such as vegetation cover.
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In addition, the priority of benggang governance is not uniform across different
vulnerable entities (Figures 10 and 11). To address this variability, the distribution of
benggang and the maps of hazard risk for each vulnerable entity were considered. This led
to the derivation of separate governance priorities for cultivated land, residential land, and
water bodies.
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Identification Method of Benggang

Benggang can be considered to be a special type of eroded landform developed by the
separation, collapse, and deposit of hillside soil (rock) on deeply weathered crusts in the
tropical and subtropical areas of southern China under the combined action of water and
gravity, consisting of an upper catchment area, collapsing walls, colluvial deposit, a main
scoured channel, and an alluvial fan, which can be effectively distinguished from similar
eroded landforms [15], such as the Lavaka landforms in Madagascar [37], the Calanchi
(badland) landforms in Italy [38], and the Voçoroca landforms in Brazil [39]. The benggang
of China and Lavaka in Madagascar belongs to the same physiognomy; Brosens, et al. [40]
used aerial pictures and satellite imagery to explore the development processes of Lavaka.

The identification of benggang is a crucial aspect of large-scale investigations, erosion
management, and understanding erosion mechanisms. Traditional methods relying on
field investigations suffer from low automation, high manpower costs, and resource-
intensive processes, making them inadequate for large-scale endeavors. For instance, the
Yangtze River Water Resources Commission’s survey on benggang in southern China took
16 months to complete, highlighting the inefficiency of traditional approaches [12]. The
advent of automatic recognition using high-resolution satellite remote-sensing images
or UAV images presents new opportunities for efficient and cost-effective identification.
Cheng et al. [41] demonstrated automatic landslide detection using a scene-classification
method based on the bag-of-visual-words (BoVW) representation. The technology of UAV
photography can quickly obtain 360◦ and multi-angle-image information of benggang for
accurately identifying benggang [15]. Recognizing the similarities between landslides and
benggang, Shen et al. [28] combined the BoVW model, high-resolution Digital Orthophoto
Map, and Digital Surface Model features for benggang representation. Although the recall
rate and accuracy rate of Shen et al. [28] have been more than 80%, there are still some
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misjudgments. In the future, advanced new technologies such as UAV aerial photography
and the extraction of InSAR information should be applied to further improve the efficiency
of benggang investigations [15].

In recent times, deep learning algorithms, particularly Transformer architectures,
have emerged as promising tools for image feature extraction. Vision transformers like
Segformer, Segmenter, UperNet-Swin transformer, and dense prediction transformer have
been evaluated, with Segformer demonstrating superior segmentation results on UAV-
based and multiscale testing datasets [42,43]. Lin et al. [35] utilized the Segformer model
with Sentinel-2 data for wetland classification in Yancheng, China, achieving high accuracy.
In our study, the Segformer model demonstrated recognition accuracy exceeding 90%
(Table 2). Notably, the Segformer model has shown success in complex tasks, such as weed
detection, achieving final mAcc and mIoU of 75.18% and 65.74% [44].

Future research could explore the integration of deep learning models, particularly
leveraging drone imagery, to enhance the identification of benggang. This approach
holds the potential to generate datasets containing accurate information on the number
and location of benggang in southern China. The transition from traditional methods to
advanced deep learning techniques represents a significant step forward in automating
and improving the efficiency of benggang identification processes.

4.2. Risk-Assessment Method of Benggang and Its Applicability

Soil-erosion risk and prognosis maps play a crucial role in political planning for
soil conservation [45]. Nigel and Rughooputh [46] proposed prioritizing soil and water
conservation efforts based on the percentage of high erosion areas in basins. Current
potential benggang risk-assessment methods involve selecting risk factors such as river
network buffer distance, slope, elevation, soil type, vegetation coverage, and land-use
type. Models like Information Entropy models, Logistic models, or Sensitivity analysis
are then employed to obtain benggang occurrence risk [47]. Cheng et al. [47] utilized an
expert scoring method to assign hazard weights for benggang on different land use types
and calculated benggang hazard risk. While these methods provide spatial distribution
maps for benggang risk, they primarily focus on decision support for potential benggang
prevention planning.

However, existing approaches lack clear guidance on the precise management of
identified benggang. In our study, we evaluated the integrated risk (Figure 9) by con-
sidering benggang erosion risk and disaster risk (Figures 7 and 8). Each benggang was
ranked based on its integrated risk, and a priority sequence for benggang management was
established (Figure 10). Decision makers can then implement measures such as centralized
management, phased management, and enclosure protection, guided by the emphasis on
management, comprehensive benggang risk, and spatial distribution.

Defining high-erosion areas poses several possibilities, and validation helps determine
the best-correlated classes with high-erosion areas (Figures 9 and 12) [46]. A common
challenge in soil-erosion risk mapping is the difficulty of validation, especially with ground
truthing [48]. Our study tackled this challenge by combining field surveys and UAVs
to verify the accuracy of benggang occurrence risk against actual benggang. UAVs pro-
vided enhanced accessibility to benggang sites with challenging terrain. The methodology
adopted, encompassing the utilization of UAVs, panoramic photography, and prompt
ground truth verification, significantly improves the precision and efficiency of benggang
risk evaluation (https://www.720yun.com/, accessed on 19 August 2022). We show the
panorama of the benggang in Figure 3c (https://www.720yun.com/vr/1c3jkdeata2, ac-
cessed on 19 August 2022). The adaptable nature of this mapping approach makes it
transferable to other regions and countries requiring erosion assessments for the identifica-
tion of high-erosion areas and priority action areas.

https://www.720yun.com/
https://www.720yun.com/vr/1c3jkdeata2
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4.3. Implications on Policy Making and Nature-Based Solutions

The interactions among climate, ecosystems, and human society underpin emerging
risks, emphasizing the need for effective risk assessments. Nature-based solutions (NbS)
are recognized as fundamental approaches to addressing natural hazards and climate risks,
defined as actions that protect [49], sustainably manage, and restore natural or modified
ecosystems, simultaneously providing benefits to human well-being and biodiversity [50].
Smith et al. [51] highlight the effectiveness of NbS, particularly against landslides and
erosion events, through interventions that reinforce slopes with vegetation. NbS can
systematically analyze and manage the causes of disasters, contributing to the reduction of
social and economic vulnerability [52]. This study, by providing benggang management
priorities, aligns with the NbS approach, emphasizing the significance of considering cost
and benefits comprehensively when formulating treatment plans (Figure 13). Wang et al.
(2022) discussed the influence of the roots of Dicranopteris dichotoma on the unconfined
compressive strength and shear strength of soil on collapsing walls (Figure 13a).

Managing all benggang simultaneously is an ambitious goal. Therefore, the study
focuses on providing relevant departments with high-priority benggang areas for manage-
ment. The idea of system restoration and comprehensive treatment is crucial, where treat-
ment plans should be formulated hierarchically, considering both engineering measures
and NbS. The spatial-aggregation characteristics of benggang occurrence, as highlighted in
Section 3.2, suggest that high-intensity treatment and restoration should be concentrated in
areas with dense spatial distribution and high management priority. The study proposes a
management plan based on engineering measures for areas with high management priority,
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while low-priority areas can be protected through enclosure or establishing protected zones.
Certainly, this study assumes that the larger the benggang area, the greater the erosion risk
in its assessment of benggang erosion risk. However, beyond the area of benggang, the
developmental stage of the benggang is also a critical factor to consider, typically divided
into active, semi-stable, and stable stages. If a benggang is in an active phase, increased
management intensity is required even if its risk level is classified as low. Conversely, if the
benggang is in a stable phase, efforts should be focused on preventing the reactivation of
the benggang. In low-risk areas, active involvement of the local population is encouraged
to enhance initiative and community engagement in prevention and protection measures.
This aligns with the concept of mobilizing local communities, promoting awareness, and
fostering a sense of responsibility for soil erosion prevention.
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measures and NbS. The spatial-aggregation characteristics of benggang occurrence, as 
highlighted in Section 3.2, suggest that high-intensity treatment and restoration should be 
concentrated in areas with dense spatial distribution and high management priority. The 
study proposes a management plan based on engineering measures for areas with high 
management priority, while low-priority areas can be protected through enclosure or es-
tablishing protected zones. Certainly, this study assumes that the larger the benggang 
area, the greater the erosion risk in its assessment of benggang erosion risk. However, 
beyond the area of benggang, the developmental stage of the benggang is also a critical 
factor to consider, typically divided into active, semi-stable, and stable stages. If a beng-
gang is in an active phase, increased management intensity is required even if its risk level 
is classified as low. Conversely, if the benggang is in a stable phase, efforts should be fo-
cused on preventing the reactivation of the benggang. In low-risk areas, active involve-
ment of the local population is encouraged to enhance initiative and community engage-
ment in prevention and protection measures. This aligns with the concept of mobilizing 
local communities, promoting awareness, and fostering a sense of responsibility for soil 
erosion prevention. 

Figure 13. Management strategies of priority benggang based on nature-based solutions. (a) is a
biological measure of benggang control based on the natural restoration of Dicranopteris dichotoma,
(b) is a biological measure based on Miscanthus of benggang/flood fan, and (c) is a biological measure
for the control of benggang based on bamboo.

The work emphasizes the role of risk maps not only in identifying and prioritizing
high-risk areas but also in raising awareness among farmers and authorities. For benggang
with low priority, the study suggests mobilizing community initiatives for future prevention
and protection measures according to the development stage [31]. This information can
be made accessible digitally, serving as a tool to simplify and standardize enforcement in
soil erosion prevention, showcasing successful cooperation between science, policy, and
practice [45].

5. Conclusions

The utilization of the Segformer model in this study demonstrated remarkable pre-
cision in the identification of benggang, as evidenced by IoU and Acc metrics reaching
93.17 and 96.73, respectively. Spatial distribution analysis unveiled a heightened density
of benggang in the central area, with small benggang constituting a substantial portion
at 62.4%. The proportional distribution of areas for small, medium, and large benggang
were 10.14%, 24.76%, and 65.10%, respectively. Examining high-risk areas, including cul-
tivated land, residential land, and water bodies, revealed a concentration in the central
region of Huacheng Town, collectively constituting over 50% of the total. Prioritization
for benggang management was classified into high, medium, and low categories, with
count proportions of 20.89%, 45.92%, and 33.19%, and area proportions of 29.33%, 40.90%,
and 29.77%, respectively. Concentrating resources on areas designated as high priority
for management enhances the efficiency of resource utilization and is anticipated to yield
significant management effects. Even benggang assigned medium or low management
priority, while presenting relatively lower urgency, should be considered for management
interventions to comprehend their developmental processes. This approach facilitates
the enhancement of management strategies based on nature-based solutions, particularly
during the early and middle stages, aiming to prevent further development. The strategic
allocation of resources based on this prioritization provides an effective framework for
addressing benggang with varying levels of risk, thereby contributing to the formulation
and implementation of efficient management strategies for the region.
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